simply better business
Our environmental, social and
governance practices enhance
long-term value for investors by
reducing risks, reducing operating
costs and increasing tenant loyalty.
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ceo’s message
Volatility is the new norm, whether it’s economic ups and downs, political shifts, or environmental events
like a hurricane shutting down America’s financial centre. As a real estate investment advisor, we believe we
are better-positioned to anticipate and respond to instability when we leverage environmental, social and
governance (ESG) perspectives and best practices. I share with you below four of the key ESG initiatives that
are helping us adapt to volatility, nurture tenant loyalty and deliver long-term value for our clients.
Gary Whitelaw
Group Chief Executive Officer
Bentall Kennedy

Employee engagement
In the 2012 survey of our 1,259 employees,
93% said they believe that we are an
environmentally and socially responsible
organization. Rather than just believing,
what I’ve seen is that our employees are
themselves the drivers of sustainability.
They have rallied around sustainability,
and it’s been a catalyst for innovation
throughout the organization. Their innovations
continue to steer the organization on a path
to sustainability. Their efforts resulted
in a 2.5% decline in total annual energy

consumption in 2012 across the North
American portfolio. This is also exemplified
through more LEED® certified buildings,
on-site energy generation projects and a
risk assessment and management system.
Bentall Kennedy’s top echelon in the Global
Real Estate and Sustainability Benchmark
(GRESB) is evidence of our employees’
commitment, effort and achievement. In
2013, our town hall meetings aim to foster
and advance our innovation strengths and
channel them into future successes.

New directors, enhanced governance
Bentall Kennedy has maintained a longstanding commitment to best-in-class
governance. This was further strengthened
in 2012 when the California Public
Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS)
acquired a one-third ownership interest
in Bentall Kennedy and we welcomed
four eminent new Directors, including
three independent Directors. In addition
to investment considerations, CalPERS
and Bentall Kennedy are aligned and
collaborate on ESG initiatives.

about Bentall Kennedy

For more information on our approach,
please visit: cr.bentallkennedy.com/
ourapproach
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Bentall Kennedy is one of North America’s
largest real estate investment advisors and
one of its foremost providers of real estate
services. We serve the interests of more than
500 institutional clients across 142 million
square feet of office, retail, industrial, hotel,
and apartment properties totalling over
$30 billion throughout Canada and the US.
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Bentall Kennedy provides real estate
investment services across North America,
while our real estate services business
including property management, leasing
and development is primarily in Canada.
• Signatory to the UN Principles of
Responsible Investment

• Ranked 1st in the Americas and 2nd globally
among diversified portfolios by the Global
Real Estate and Sustainability Benchmark
• ENERGY STAR Sustained Excellence
winner for portfolio-wide efforts in energy
management in 2011, 2012, and 2013

ceo’s message

DAVID DENISON, our new Board Chair,
currently serves on the boards of the Royal
Bank of Canada, Bridgepoint Health and
BCE Inc. His 32-year career in the financial
services sector encompasses a series of senior
positions, including seven years as the CEO of
the Canada Pension Plan Investment Board,
and a past chair of the Canadian Coalition for
Good Governance.
OLENA BERG LACY is a Special Consultant on
Fiduciary Issues for Crosswater Realty Advisors
and a Senior Advisor and Board member at
Financial Engines. Her prior positions include
US Assistant Secretary of Labor in the Clinton
Administration and Chief Deputy State
Treasurer for the State of California.
DOUG PEARCE is the Chief Executive
Officer and Chief Investment Officer of the
British Columbia Investment Management
Corporation (bcIMC). He has led bcIMC and
its predecessor since 1988 and has more than
35 years of experience in the capital markets.
BERNARD WINOGRAD recently served as
the Executive Vice President and COO of
Prudential Financial Inc.’s US businesses.
He currently serves on the Board of Directors
for Cohen & Steers, and for Local Initiatives
Support Corporation, a community
development financing organization.

Right: Via6, Seattle, WA
Owner: Multi-Employer Property Trust and
Canada Pension Plan Investment Board

Seeking out transit-oriented development
Urbanization is increasing – over 80% of
Canadians and Americans now live in cities.
Cities are our economic engines and offer
sustainability benefits. For instance, New
Yorkers have 58% lower household energy
use than the average American and 30%
lower per capita greenhouse gas emissions.
The US census data shows double-digit
population growth in the central cores of
major metro areas, which is helping to
drive public sector investments in mass
transit infrastructure, and redefining
locational appeal. Our own experience
indicates that tenants value access to
transit and walkability.
In our acquisitions and developments,
we carefully consider transit-oriented and
central business district (CBD) real estate.
From 2010 to 2012, 70% of acquisitions
made in the Multi-Employer Property
Trust/Edgemoor fund in the US, and 65%

of the acquisitions in Bentall Kennedy
Prime Canadian Property Fund were in
transit-oriented or CBD assets.
Metro areas are not without concerns;
in addition to prosperity, they often have
noticeable issues of poverty. One way
we gave back to such areas in 2012 was
through an eight-month long campaign with
16 shopping centres called the Fare Fight
for Food. It raised nearly $280,000 and over
366,000 pounds of food for 22 food banks
across Canada.
Setting goals for an even better future
Continuous learning and improvement are
imperatives for our ESG practices. In the
next three years, we are working to turn
successful pilot programs into portfolio-wide
practices. We are increasing our focus on
tenant engagement as a means to move
the needle on environmental performance
further and faster. We are setting
environmental performance targets,

WE ARE EXCITED ABOUT
THE FUTURE, BOTH THE
OPPORTUNITIES WE WILL
PURSUE AND THE
CHALLENGES WE WILL
OVERCOME. OUR PLANS
INCLUDE OBJECTIVES IN
ALL AREAS OF
ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL
AND GOVERNANCE
CAPACITIES AS WE
CONTINUE TO STRIVE FOR
LEADERSHIP IN
CORPORATE
SUSTAINABILITY

new directors

HEALTH
SAFETY

beginning with our Canadian office and
enclosed mall portfolios. We are identifying
ESG related goals for senior managers and
ensuring that objectives will be embedded
throughout the organization.
I look forward to hearing your feedback
on our progress. I also encourage you to
reach out and collaborate, share ideas
and innovations which will resolve some
of the ESG challenges we all face within
commercial real estate.

GARY WHITELAW

Group Chief Executive Officer
Bentall Kennedy
May 15, 2013

STAKEHOLDERS
BENTALL KENNEDY HAS A DEEP AND ONGOING
COMMITMENT TO CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DAY-TO-DAY BUSINESS
OPERATIONS AND CORPORATE ACTIVITIES. WE
ARE PROACTIVE AND TAKE A PRECAUTIONARY
APPROACH IN THE FACE OF UNKNOWN AND
POTENTIALLY ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL AND
SOCIAL IMPACTS. OUR VISION IS TO BE IN THE
TOP ECHELON OF REAL ESTATE ADVISORY AND
SERVICES PLATFORMS IN NORTH AMERICA
OFFERING COMPREHENSIVE, STRATEGIC
PROPERTY SKILLS.

Developments like Via6 in Seattle (left) and
Broadway Tech Centre (cover) benefit from
access to public transit and walkability.
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reducing our impact on the environment
The most material environmental impact from real estate is from the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
associated with the energy use in buildings over their lifetimes. We take a proactive approach to utility and
resource management, including establishing annual goals and objectives, tracking and reporting of key
performance indicators and use of best management practices. We strive to achieve building labels and
certifications as a way to communicate progress through reliable third-party programs.
Gates Plaza in Denver has an ENERGY STAR
score of 100.
Owner: Multi-Employer Property Trust

We are implementing measures in 2013 to
continue the trend toward energy reduction
in the portfolio. At our properties, we
are modelling energy conservation and
efficiency initiatives, setting targets and
developing more robust tenant engagement
programs. Tenant engagement programs
also place greater emphasis on waste
management and recycling – an area
where tenant participation is critical to
making progress.
GHGs and Energy
Total energy consumption decreased in
2012 by 2.5% across the portfolio compared

to 2011. There was a small increase of
0.03% in GHG emissions over 2011, and a
5% decrease compared to 2010, despite
1% growth in the size of the portfolio.
Operational and capital improvements
were important in achieving energy
reductions, though weather changes also
played a role in our energy use and GHG
emissions. Across North America, we’ve
experienced hotter summers in the last
two years, resulting in greater cooling
requirements and electricity demand.
However, the added cooling demand
was partially offset by reduced heating

needs from milder winters. We have
not normalized this data for weather or
occupancy impacts.
In Canada, energy intensity (the energy used
in a building on a per square foot basis)
in office buildings declined by 4%, while
it increased by 2% in US office buildings,
as seen on the graph. On average, the
buildings we manage have lower energy
intensities than industry averages for office
buildings. We are planning for a greater
focus on our US portfolio in 2013 and 2014,
and will ensure that we work closely with

total annual greenhouse gas emissions

US: energy intensity by asset type
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reducing our impact on the environment
The living wall at Jamieson Place in Calgary.
Owner: bcIMC

“Total energy consumption
decreased in 2012 by
2.5% across the portfolio
compared to 2011.”
our third-party property managers with the
goal of further reducing energy use for the
benefit of our clients and tenants.
Water
Water use increased by 1.5% across the
North American portfolio in 2012, after a
drop of more than 5% in 2011. This increase
is partly explained by greater use of water
for cooling towers in office buildings to
manage higher summer temperatures.
Overall, the US portfolio saw an increase in
total water use and in water use intensity
of 7%. In Canada, water use went down

by 0.4%, and intensities dropped in office,
enclosed retail and multi-family assets.
The location of assets in the US portfolio
results in greater cooling requirements, and
summer weather has a more direct impact
on water use.
Waste
Diversion rates measure how much waste
is diverted to recycling compared to how
much of the waste goes to landfill. Our
diversion rates are steadily improving, and
we look forward to working with our tenants
and waste management service providers

total annual water consumption

diversion rates by asset type
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For more information on our environmental
performance, please visit:
cr.bentallkennedy.com/environment
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across the continent to improve these
numbers further, reducing waste overall. We
are also sharing best practices in zero waste
strategies across our portfolio. For instance,
Cloverdale Mall in Toronto has a zero waste
program in place, and Capilano Mall in
North Vancouver has an aggressive waste
strategy including on-site composting.
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reducing our impact on the environment

building certifications
Certifying or labelling buildings under established industry programs reassures Bentall Kennedy and our
stakeholders that our practices and programs are achieving results and exceeding benchmarks. Both LEED
and BOMA BESt rate the environmental performance of a building including energy, water and waste metrics
and practices. BOMA BESt is available only for Canadian buildings, while LEED is available in both the US
and Canada. ENERGY STAR ratings focus specifically on energy consumption and intensity, and are only
available in the US.
Building certifications are available for retail assets
as well. Westmount Place in Waterloo achieved a
BOMA BESt Level 3 certification in 2012 with an
assessment score of 89%.
Owner: Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada

LEED:

“Striving for building
certifications creates an
opportunity to review our
management practices
in an effort to improve
environmental performance.”

$6.9

billion

in assets, across 20 million
square feet are LEED certified

67%

of the US office portfolio
LEED certified

52%

ENERGY STAR:

$3.5
5

billion

in office assets certified to
LEED across the portfolio

BOMA BESt:

of the total portfolio, including office, industrial, and retail assets.
This is approximately the same as last year, though we’ve added
many assets to the portfolio in 2012. Property management teams
will be preparing them for certification.

For more information on our building
certifications, please visit:
cr.bentallkennedy.com/environment/
buildingcertifications

$6.2

billion

in assets in the US have an ENERGY
STAR label indicating that they are
top energy performers
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$9.5

billion

in assets in Canada certified
to BOMA BESt

21%

of the Canadian office portfolio
LEED certified, up from 11%
last year

reducing our impact on the environment

Climate Change Risk and Adaptation
Our duty to our clients includes considering
climate change risk management. This
has two parts: firstly, mitigation – efforts
to reduce GHG emissions, and secondly,
adaptation – learning how to adapt
to regional climate impacts such as
desertification or sea level rise, as well as
an increased likelihood of volatile weather
events. Management for climate change
adaption is new and raises various questions
including: How do we manage real estate
assets in the face of greater frequency and
intensity of extreme weather events? How
will climatic shifts influence operating costs,
building comfort, and performance?

Close to the Hudson River, Newport Tower in
Jersey City felt the impacts of Hurricane Sandy
in October of 2012.
Owner: Multi-Employer Property Trust

Newport Tower in Jersey City, NJ, is across
the street from the Hudson River. The
knowledgeable and dedicated property
management staff prepared for Hurricane
Sandy to ensure safety and limit property
damage. Thoughtful decisions, such
as moving elevators from their default
emergency setting at ground level to
higher floors kept valuable equipment out
of floodwaters and minimized damage.
The team ensured tenant safety and swiftly
returned the building back to service.

Throughout 2012, North Americans
experienced extreme weather
variations and there are clear
business impacts that resulted.
We expect to see more of this
volatility going forward and are
working to understand the risks.

We look forward to further engaging with
our stakeholders on this topic as we work
towards resiliency, both in our approach and
in the assets we manage.

WE ARE EXCITED ABOUT
THE FUTURE, BOTH THE
OPPORTUNITIES WE WILL
PURSUE AND THE
CHALLENGES WE WILL
OVERCOME. OUR PLANS
INCLUDE OBJECTIVES IN
ALL AREAS OF
ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL
AND GOVERNANCE
CAPACITIES AS WE
CONTINUE TO STRIVE FOR
LEADERSHIP IN
CORPORATE
SUSTAINABILITY

We have engaged researchers at the
University of Waterloo to help us better
understand these types of questions. We are

also identifying lessons learned from events
such as hail storms in Calgary and Hurricane
Sandy in the US Northeast in 2012.

BUILDING
CERTIFICATIONS

BOMA BESt & LEED

SUSTAINABILITY
BENTALL KENNEDY HAS A DEEP AND ONGOING
COMMITMENT TO CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY
IN ALL ASPECTS OF DAY-TO-DAY BUSINESS
OPERATIONS AND CORPORATE ACTIVITIES. WE
ARE PROACTIVE AND TAKE A PRECAUTIONARY
APPROACH IN THE FACE OF UNKNOWN AND
POTENTIALLY ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL AND
SOCIAL IMPACTS. OUR VISION IS TO BE IN THE
TOP ECHELON OF REAL ESTATE ADVISORY AND
SERVICES PLATFORMS IN NORTH AMERICA
OFFERING COMPREHENSIVE, STRATEGIC
PROPERTY SKILLS.
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26% waste
diversion rate in multi-family assets
ENERGY
STAR

Right: 50 Laurier Avenue, Ottawa, ON
Owner: bcIMC

ENVIRONMENT
across the portfolio, up from 21% in 2011.
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listening to our employees
Bentall Kennedy strives to recruit, develop and inspire an engaged and talented workforce. We promote a
corporate culture that attracts and retains the highest calibre people. We encourage opportunities for growth,
development and promotion by providing our employees the resources to work effectively and continually strive
to perform better. We are committed to offering a work environment that is safe, healthy and productive, and
we offer the opportunity for our employees to give back to the community in a responsible and sustainable way.
In 2012, as in prior years, we continued working to improve the quality of engagement with employees.

Employee engagement survey
A customized employee engagement survey
was conducted in the spring of 2012 by
leading research and consulting firm Burke.
Key objectives were to better understand
employee perceptions and attitudes about
Bentall Kennedy, identify actions to increase
employee satisfaction and set a baseline
for measuring employee engagement.
Overall, survey results were very strong,
placing Bentall Kennedy in the top 10% of
employers in terms of Burke’s comparative
set. Almost all categories of results were
above typical levels for peer companies.

For more information on about our team,
please visit: cr.bentallkennedy.com/
employees

7
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Employees particularly celebrated Bentall
Kennedy’s success in the quality of tenant
and client service delivery, maintaining
high ethical standards, and the quality of
leadership and their colleagues. To improve
further, we are focused on deepening efforts
to enhance leadership communication
to employees, address workload issues
where they exist and enhance the quality
of performance management. In the
first quarter of 2013, we began holding
quarterly all-employee conference calls.
The calls are an easily accessible way for
our leadership to provide information

about company performance to the entire
organization. In addition, members of senior
management are meeting with small groups
of employees all across the continent to
listen and gather feedback in more informal
settings. The groups are a cross-section of
employees, and the intention is to keep
the conversation at a company-wide level
rather than a department-specific one. This
ongoing process of collecting feedback will
inform longer-term initiatives.

“Employees particularly celebrated Bentall Kennedy’s
success in the quality of tenant and client service
delivery, maintaining high ethical standards, and the
quality of leadership and their colleagues.”

listening to our employees

Our approach to talent management
includes developing the full potential
of our employees. We provide and
support opportunities for both
internal and external training programs.
Our employee development program
encompasses an annual review of
each employee’s strengths and
potential for development and assists
each employee in identifying and
communicating their own career
aspirations. We aim to help employees
identify external training opportunities
and courses of interest, and prepare
them for internal job opportunities
that are aligned with their own
career aspirations.

employees and sustainability
Among the many questions asked of employees during the employee engagement survey, there were
several questions about corporate social responsibility.

93%

agreed that Bentall Kennedy is a socially and environmentally responsible organization.

92%

believe that companies have a responsibility to give back to their communities.

87%

agreed that Bentall Kennedy gives back to its communities.

80%

indicated that the company’s focus on environmental sustainability influences their
commitment to the company.

Importantly, we also learned that the answers to the above questions were amongst the most highly correlated
with employee engagement and retention. This has a clear implication for our business: the better we do at
achieving our corporate responsibility goals, the better we are able to attract and retain terrific employees.

2013 CORPORATE RESPONSIBILITY SUMMARY | BENTALL KENNEDY
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engaging our stakeholders
Our stakeholders are the people, companies, organizations, and communities that we impact through our
business operations, investment decisions, and our buildings, as well as those who have an impact on us. Our
key stakeholders are our clients, tenants, employees, communities, suppliers and contractors, and our industry.

Tenant surveys
We conduct a tenant survey every second
year in the properties where we provide
property management services, and we
completed one in 2012. Our tenants
have given us useful and constructive
feedback and a high satisfaction rating.
In our most recent survey, 98% of tenants
surveyed indicated that they were
“satisfied or better” with our property
management services.

tenant survey – sustainability questions

For several years, we have asked questions
about sustainability in the survey to
understand the perspectives of building
occupants and to look for trends. In
2010, there were notable increases in the
presence of both sustainability policies and
practices compared to 2008. The levelling
off in 2012 suggests that another approach
may be needed to support more of our
tenants in implementing environmental
practices. We look forward to more
engagement with our tenants and to the
day our environmental practices are simply
everyday practices.
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Fare Fight for Food team at Cloverdale Mall
in Toronto, ON
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For more information on how we engage
with our stakeholders, please visit:
cr.bentallkennedy.com/stakeholders
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have a formal corporate
environmental or
sustainability policy

implemented
environmental
programs and
practices in
the workplace
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Bentall Kennedy’s Fare Fight for Food was an
eight-month long competition between 16
shopping centres to raise funds and food for
22 food banks across Canada. Our shopping
centres and their tenants and customers
raised $279,115 and 366,291 pounds of
food to benefit food banks in 22 communities
across Canada!
“Our fundraising teams have more than tripled
our original goals,” reported Bonney Rempel,
Regional Director, Marketing Retail Services
West. “Every department came together
to help.”
100% of the food and funds raised during this
campaign, which launched in February and
ended on October 31, 2012, goes directly to
the food bank that partnered with a Bentall
Kennedy-managed retail centre. The shopping
centres also competed in five categories
related to funds and food raised, and those
five winners awarded an additional $10,000
to their food bank partner.
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CONTACT
View the full report and send us your feedback at www.cr.bentallkennedy.com.
We have used the GRI 3.1 Reporting Framework and the CRESS guidelines to develop
the report, and we self-declare to a GRI Level B.

All data contained in this report is presented as of December 31, 2012. Unless otherwise noted, all
references to dollars are to Canadian dollars.
Bentall Kennedy includes Bentall Kennedy (Canada) Limited Partnership and Bentall Kennedy (US)
Limited Partnership. Nothing in these materials is (or should be considered to be) financial, investment
or other advice on which reliance should be placed. The materials also are not intended to, and do not,
constitute an offer to buy or sell any securities noted or referenced herein, as any such securities will
only be offered and sold in compliance with all applicable securities laws. Non-ESG questions relating
to MEPT/MEPT Edgemoor LP should be directed to LBC Capital Partners LLC.

Printed on Rolland Enviro100 Print, which contains 100% post-consumer fiber, is EcoLogo,
Processed Chlorine Free and FSC® certified and is manufactured using renewable biogas energy.
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Our vision is to be in the top echelon of real estate
advisory and services platforms in North America offering
comprehensive, strategic property skills.
OUR VALUES
• We always put our clients’ interests first.
• We aspire to be one of the global leaders in the real estate industry

in Responsible Property Investing and Environmental, Social and
Governance practices.
• We value our tenants and strive to establish long term relationships.
• We are committed to creating a culture within Bentall Kennedy that attracts,

engages, advances and retains the highest calibre people.
• We blend the stability, best in class governance, and resources of institutional

ownership with the dedication and focus of management ownership.
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